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Building or Project Name (if applicable) 

Street Number Street Name Suite/Unit Number 

Community 

Other Location Information if required (please show on site plan) 

Associated permits numbers (i.e. encroachment, grade alteration, building etc.) Estimated project start date / end 
date 

 

 
 

Describe the activity, including the type of noise impacts, and duration of the expected after/before hours noise events. 

LOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION  

ANTICIPATED NOISE EVENT(S) 

REASON FOR EXEMPTION 
Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N-200 By-law is required. 
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Describe what site-specific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise. (i.e. measures could include locating 
construction equipment away from residences, discouraging queuing of vehicles prior to site opening etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES – SITE ORGANIZATION 

Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise. (i.e. measures could include sound 
barriers to muffle generators, scheduled inspections of equipment’s condition etc.) 

 

MITIGATION MEASURES - EQUIPMENT 
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Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise. (i.e. measures could include training, schedule 
after hours truck routes, solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - OTHER 


	Construction Noise Exemption Requirements
	The “Construction Noise Exemption Application” should be submitted for an exemption as early as possible (i.e. at time of construction permit application), this will allow future noise events to be approved by HRM in a timely manner.
	The “Noise Event Request” form shall be submitted a minimum of five (5) business days prior to the event.
	The “Notice to Residents and Businesses” template shall be used as the written notice and delivered to properties within 30m of the construction site / noise event.

	Construction Noise Exemption Application

	Building or Project Name if applicable: 5 Williams Street
	Street Number_2: 5 
	Street Name_2: Williams Street
	SuiteUnit Number_2: 
	Community: Dartmouth
	Other Location Information if required please show on site plan: 
	Associated permits numbers ie encroachment grade alteration building etc: BPCOM-2022-14283
	Estimated project start date  end date: November 15th 2023 - November 15th, 2026
	Describe the activity including the type of noise impacts and duration of the expected afterbefore hours noise events: For this noise event we will be pouring the core footing for this development. To complete this work we will be ordering 850 meters of concrete (106 trucks) with two concrete pumps. This pour is the largest pour for this development.  It will take us roughly 12-16 hours to complete the work depending on concrete supply and weather conditions. It will be one of the few times we request a noise exemption of this length. The typical slab pour once we hit the tower section is only a 130 meters (16.25 trucks), this work will all be done within the limits of regular working hours.The core footing has to be poured all at once as requested by the structural engineer for this project, Malcolm Pinto.
	Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N200 Bylaw is required: This is the largest amount of concrete that will be poured  at one time for this development.  No other pour for this development will come within 20% of the concrete needed to complete the core footing.Due to the sheer amount of concrete we will be pouring we will have to work within the prohibited hours stated in the by-law above. 
	Describe what sitespecific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences discouraging queuing of vehicles prior to site opening etc: 1. Employee Training - Train Employees to understand noise mitigation and compliance with directions from management to minimize noise. Regularly train workers and contractors at our bi-weekly meetings to use equipment in ways that minimize noise.2. Truck Routes and Deliveries -  All concrete truck drivers and delivery drivers are informed by site management about the most efficient routes in and out of the construction site.  This helps with avoiding having vehicles idle unnecessarily.3. Site Management - Site managers walk the site multiple times a day and are required to implement sound reduction procedures in a timely manner.4. Maintaining equipment - All equipment is inspected by certified professionals allowing us to avoid unnecessary noise that faulty machines may cause.  Lubrication and mufflers are used where applicable for sound dampening.5.Concrete pours are scheduled for 7 am sharp, particularly slabs so finishing work can commence as early as possible.  We decrease concrete cure time by adding admixtures or heat when available.
	Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators scheduled inspections of equipments condition etc: 1. Where possible, we use an alternative to diesel equipment (gasoline and pneumatic equipment).  This helps with mitigating noise of some of our equipment.2.  We Use sound dampening blankets/covers/panels/enclosures and insulated tarps over equipment. For small equipment we have acoustic sheds.3. We have general maintenance and inspections done on all machines in order to confirm all equipment is running as efficiently as possible.  Lubrication and mufflers are used where applicable for sound dampening.4.Our indirect fired heaters (used for heating the underside of our slabs) are always covered underneath insulated tarps in order to mitigate the engine noise. 
	Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include training schedule after hours truck routes solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed: All our employees/contractors attend site orientations when they first commence work on the site, as well as attend bi-weekly meetings. In these meetings we discuss planning/logistics and the trajectory for this development. We develop a plan for every concrete pour in order to mitigate traffic jams, noise complaints.Main topics we discuss are:1. Music - We avoid playing music on site as it not only an affect on neighbors but also hampers communication during on-site activities that could interfere with the safety of our employees and contractors.2. Conversations - Civil conversations are recommended to all employees and contractors before the day commences to avoid shouting and talking loudly3. Vehicles -  All drivers of vehicles from cars to concrete trucks are informed on the best routes in and out of the construction site.  We encourage minimal use engine brakes and engine idling. Avoid slamming doors. Provide a turning radius to avoid the use of backup alarms.4. Scheduling - We schedule the loudest parts of our construction during hours when people will be less affected.  The typical working hours on this development are from 7:00 A.M to 3:15 P.M,5. Equipment Maintenance- All equipment is inspected by certified professionals allowing us to avoid unnecessary noise that faulty machines may cause6. Site Assessment -  We have assessed the surrounding neighborhood and we are far away from areas that may be sensitive to noise such as schools and hospitals.  The impact is mostly residential homes along Faulkner and Dickson street.7. Site Awareness - We encourage communication between all contractors and site management personnel so everyone is aware of daily changes that occur on site.  For this particular noise event we will be pouring the core footing for the tower. To complete this work we will be ordering 850 meters of concrete (106 trucks) with two pumps. This pour is the largest pour for this development. It will take us roughly 16-18 hours to complete the work depending on concrete supply and weather conditions.  It will be one of the few times we request a noise exemption of this length. The typical slab pour once we hit the tower section is only a 130 meters (16.25 trucks), this work will all be done within the limits of regular working hours.The pumps take an hour to assemble and an hour to disassemble.  The supply of concrete trucks will run steady once the pumps are in place and all safety protocols have been assessed and approved.


